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MOTTO 

 

“But Allah doth support with His aid whom. Fair in the eyes of 

men is the these saw with their own eyes twice their number.” 

Allah menguatkan dengan pertolongannya bagi siapa yang Dia Kehendaki. 

Sungguh, pada yang demikian itu terdapat pelajaran bagi orang yang mempunyai 

penglihatan (Mata hati) 

(QS. Ali-Imran: 13) 

 

 

“Patiently, then, persevere: for the promise of Allah is true: 

and ask forgiveness for thy fault, and celebrate the Praises of 

thy Lord in the evening and in the morning”. 

Maka bersabarah kamu, sesungguhnya janji Allah itu benar, dan mohonlah ampun 

untuk dosamu dan bertasbilah seraya memuji Tuhanmu pada waktu pagi dan 

petang. 

(QS. Gafir: 55) 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background  

Every human has various ways to express and utter his or her feeling and what 

he or she thinks about his or her life. One of them is through literature. According to 

(Wellek and Weren, 1990:94), “Literature is said to be creative, an art which an 

author has produced.” It means that literature is a result of imagination which is 

inspired from the reality or fantasy by  the writer which is produced into words as an 

art of writing. 

Literature is literary work that can be enjoyed and learned by all people 

especially for children. The most great and attractive literature is children’s literature. 

Children’s literature as a concept is defined as literature exclusively about children. 

Children’s literature refers mainly to stories, poetry, rhymes, folk tales, drama, 

exclusively created for children such as infants, toddlers and the young people as 

target audience, (Junaid, 3: 2014). Children are both more and less literal than adults. 

They have different views and ways to know the literature. One things that makes 

children different from adult literature is actually the existence of illustration which is 

believed as useful tool in helping the children’s literacy. Illustration plays an 

important role in children’s literacy development “children like pictures and children 

need pictures”, (Nodelman and Reimer, 2003:274). Then this also supported by 

Doonan’s writing (1993: 57) that the reader scans the picture first, then reads the text, 

then return to the picture to reinterpret in the light of the words. That showed the 

1 
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important of the picture and illustration in the story can make the children more 

attractive and easier to understand. Children may not understand the same complexity 

of ideas. Since their understanding is less limited, the expression of ideas must be 

simpler both in language and in form.. On the other hand, children may accept the 

fantastic more rapidly than many adults (Lukens, 2003:8).  

Children literature has an important role to language and literature 

development. One of the works in children literature is picture book. Picture book is a 

book which consists of text and picture, and it is usually constructed by its meaning. 

Elizabeth Kennedy said that a picture book is a book, typically for children, in which 

the illustrations are as important as (or even more important than)  the words in 

telling the story. Picture books have traditionally been 32 pages long, although little 

golden books are 24 pages. In the picture books, there are illustrations on every page 

or on one every pair of facing pages. As  (Nodelman & Reimer, 2003:295) 

mentioned, “Picture books embody at least three stories: the one told by the words, 

the one implied by the pictures, and the one that results from the combination of  the 

other two”. Picture books communicate information or tell stories through a series of 

many pictures combined with relatively slight or nor texts at all, (Norton, 2011:158). 

Besides that picture books communicate self-acceptance, and they model coping 

strategies for children who learn to cope with powerful emotions. Through picture 

books, children meet families, settings, and cultures which are in some ways very 
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similar and very different from their own. As a result, picture books contribute to the 

child’s cultural identity and multicultural awareness.  

Picture books represent a unique visual and literary art form that engages 

young reader and older reader in many levels of learning and pleasure (Sipe, 

2007:273). Every ilustration can stimulate the reader and also make the reader lives in 

the story. Knowledge of recent developments in picture books, the ways of reading 

these books, and bridging picture book forms and innovations with reader response 

will enable practitioners to initiate fruitful conversations about the importance of 

picture books in the curriculum and inspire new directions in research. 

The most of favorite genre in children’s literature is picture book where 

provides varieties of story and the unique design in the book. Therefore, every reader 

when read the book automatically they will be scan what they read and what they 

have seen. In this case, each different reader will have different view or way to 

response what have read. In the Qur’an had mentioned that: 

 (Qs.Az-Zariyat : 8) 

“Truly, ye are of varying opinion” 

It means that every people has been always different view to response 

something. In this verse showed that musyrikin’s people have different view about 

Rasulullah but in this research  only give evidenced that different people can 

influence different perception or response. So, it makes the writer interested indeed to 

analyze about response because it is time talk with the respondents directly and to 

know their response about children’s literature especially picture book of Sofia the 
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first. Then, Sofia the first’s picture book is a  famous literary work by Disney Art in 

18
th

 November 2012. Most of children have known about Sofia’s programming from 

the movie but they have never seen or rare to know that there are Sofia’s picture 

book. Also, the advantage this research gives them an opportunity to read, think, and 

understand the story from it. Then, the other reason I choose this episode book 

because that is new serial book also the picture and the story tell more clearly and 

easier to understand for the children. 

B. Research Questions 

Based on the explanation above, the writer formulates research questions 

about children’s response to the picture book of  Sofia the First “Once Upon a 

Princess” as follows : 

 How are the negative and positive children’s responses to the picture book of 

Sofia the First “Once Upon a Princess”? 

C. Objective of The Research  

Based on the background above, the writer focuses of this research: 

1. To know the negative and positive children’s response to the picture book of 

Sofia the First “Once Upon a Princess”. 

D. Significance of The Research 

The result of the research is expected: 

1. To increase the knowledge for the writer and reader about the picture books. 

2. To inform the teachers or parents who teach children  may use picture books as 

the media of teaching.  
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3. To be a reference for the next researcher especially student of English Literature 

Department as main or second source of student learning about children’s 

response to picture book in literature. 

E. Scope of The research 

In this research, the writer would like to limit and to analyze on children’s 

responses to the picture book. T-he writer only focuses on negative and positive 

responses toward Sofia the First “Once Upon a Princess”’s picture book based on 

Thursone’s theory; where the children read the book to analyze and to response the 

picture book.  
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A. The Previous Study 

The writer presented some previous studies which are relavant and relete to 

this research as follows: 

Pertiwi (2015) conducted a thesis of the response of female readers in 

Yousafzai’s autobioghraphy “I Am Malala”. This thesis focused on find out the 

response of female readers in intrinsic elements. This research used Thursone’s 

theory to analayze the research and used qualitative approach to answer the problem 

statement. The result showed that female readers give positive response in intrinsic 

elements and moral value in Yousafzai’s autobioghraphy “I am Malala”. They gave 

positive comments about the character, theme, plot, setting and point of view and also 

if the readers put themselves into Malala, they would do the same things as Malala 

did. From this book, the readers were inspired by Malala’s personality such as Malala 

was known as brave and strong women and also she is a true fighter. 

Lisnawati (2014) stated on her thesis, Literary Elements and The Interaction 

of Word and Image in Judie Mc Ewen’s Picture book “The Lost Egg”, about kinds of 

literary elements and how the word and image interact in judie Mc Ewen picture book 

“The Lost Egg”. This research used descriptive qualitative to analyze the data. The 

writer analyzed the literary elements by using Luken’s theory and Nodelman’s theory 

to answer how the word and image interact in picture book. She found that there were 

eight kinds of literary elements in picture book. They were character, plot, theme, 

6 
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setting, point of view, style, rhytm and tone. Besides that, she found how to analyze 

the image and the word interact each other in picture book. 

Christine (2012) conducted a thesis, Children responses to a picture book 

during a small group, co-constructed read aloud. In her thesis, she used a picture book 

to find out the responses (how the children re-construct the narrative text given) of 

her respondents of the research, 9-10 years old students after reading aloud with their 

group. From this research, she found out that the students enhanced their literary 

understandings and their thinking about book. Based on the research result, she 

concluded that the children were easy to interpret the message of the story by using 

the picture book (consisted of words and pictures). That is why the children can 

achieve the complex levels of thought by interacting one another. 

Those previous studies above have the similarity with this research where all 

of previous study focused on the responses and picture book. While the differences 

finding are the first previous study, Gianti Eka Pertiwi’s thesis, concerned on the 

female readers about autobioghraphy. The second previous study, Lisnawati’s thesis, 

focused on the analyze the kinds of the literary elements in the picture book. 

Nonetheless, the third previous study, Christine L. Braid’s thesis, focused on what the 

students may achieve in learning by interacting each other using picture book. 

Related to the third previous study, in this research the writer focuses on children’s 

response to the picture book. 

B. Children 
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Children is plural from child. The child is a young human being below the age 

of puberty or below the legal age of majority. Children is a human being between the 

stages of birth and puberty. According to The United Nations Convention on the 

Rights of the Child “a child means an every human being below of the eighteen years 

unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier". According 

to passal 1 verse 2 UUD No. 4 in 1979 children are those who are in 21 years old and 

haven’t got married yet. From some definition we can conclude that children is a 

human being the relative 0-21 years physically and have never marriage. 

Children is a small human being which have different view with adults. 

According to Luken (2003:8) children are not little adults. They are different from 

adults in experience, but not in species, or put it differently, in degree but not in kind. 

We can say then of literature for young readers that if differs from literature for adults 

in degree but not in kind. Children too, seek pleasure from a story, but the sources of 

their pleasure are more limited. 

According  to psycology science  child  psychology  deals  not  only  with  

how  children grow physically, but with their mental, emotional and social 

development as well.  In  my,  the  development  of  children  psychology  includes  

the physic,  mental,  emotional, and social.  Chapman  and  Chambell  (2000:  19)  

point  out  “children  often  do  wonderful  and  delightful  things.  They perform acts 

bravely, kindly, honestly, and respecfully.”  According to Morryson (1988: 25), there 

are several characteristics of children, they are; angry, fearful, jealous, happy, 

curious, and selfish. Morryson  (1988:  68)  also  stated  “the  self-concept  of  
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children  is  built  by  the  personal  characteristics  (emotion  and  behavior),  

motivation,  intelligence,  and  talents  as  they  unfold. 

C. Classify of Children 

Children based on Jean Piaget in   Owens (1988:127) in physiology science 

there are four stages development of classification of them as follows:  

1. Sensorimotor Stage (Infancy)  

Sensorimotor stage occurs in the age of 0-2 years old The characteristics  of  

this  stage  are  the  infant  has  a reflexive  to  proactive behavior. In  this  period,  

intelligence  is demonstrated  through  motor  activity without  the  use  of  symbols.  

Knowledge  of  the  world  is  limited  (but developing)  because  it’s  based  on  

physical  interactions  /  experiences. Children acquire permanence object at about 7 

months of age (memory). Physical development (mobility) allows the child to begin 

developing new intellectual abilities.  Some symbolic (language) abilities are 

developed at the end of this stage. They are still trying to adapt their selves to the 

world. They try to imitate the language or the action around them.  For example, the 

infant will  try  to  say  the  word  “da  da”  which  means  good  bye  as  their  parents 

usually do. 

2. Preoperational Stage (Toddler and Early Childhood). 

In   this period   (which   has   two   sub   stages),   intelligence   is 

demonstrated  through  the  use  of symbols,  language  use  matures,  and 20 memory  

and  imagination  are  developed,  but  thinking  is  done  in  a  non-logical, non-

reversible manner. Egocentric thinking predominates 
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3. Concrete Operational Stage (Elementary and early adolescence). 

The concrete operational stage occurs in the age of 7-11 years old. The  

characteristics  which  are  found  in  this  stage  are  the  children  thought 

characterized by conservation, decentration, and reversibility. Their logical thought is 

relative to concrete or physical operations. The children begin to understand that they 

have to pay attention on the other also. They need to play and to share with their 

friend. In this stage, intelligence is demonstrated through logical and systematic    

manipulation    of    symbols    related    to    concrete    objects. Operational   

thinking   develops   (mental   actions   that   are   reversible). Egocentric thought 

diminishes. 

4. Formal Operation (Adolescence and adulthood). 

This  last  stage  occurs  when  an  individual  in  the  age  of  more  than 

eleven.  These stage characteristics are the capability of abstract thought, complex 

reasoning, and flexibility. An individual in this stage is becoming an adult. They 

begin to understand clearly and thought logically. In this stage, intelligence is 

demonstrated through the logical use of symbols related to abstract concepts. Early in 

the period there is a return to egocentric thought. 

So that’s way, according to some experts, children in 8-12 years that is 

observers with carefully and serious because their view of reality of the world then 

their serious attention of the things in around them. Those skill makes their 

assessment to the something that she/he refers to be exact and acute. 

D. Reader Response  
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 Reader is an object who run the activity to obtain the information or message 

for the writing. Through reading, the reader can interprate what his or her own idea is. 

Every reader has a different perception of what he or she reads. The reader has an 

important role of literary work, because the reader gives many critics and additions to 

expanse of literary work itself.  In a large reader, Miller assumed (2006:3), reader 

may come from different socioeconomic level, from different ethnic group, and from 

different geoghraphic region, at least half of them may be a different gender. The 

reader may also differ in ways that are not readily apparent. A large reader, or even a 

small one, can include people who differ in religion, faith, political affiliation,and 

sexual orientation. The reader is not just adult but reader is `general included the 

children. 

Response is a reaction of stimulus. Response is a feedback or answer from 

something’s reaction. Response is also interpreted as a real behaviour or attitude 

tangible well before detailed understanding, research, influence or rejection, like it or 

not and utilation at a particular phenomenon Sobur (2003: 9). According to Susanto 

(1998: 17), response is a reaction of rejection or acceptance which is happening to 

someone after receiving the message.  

Reader response is a theory how the reader gives the response to something. A 

literary work will have a high appreciation and best selling if there are many reader’s 

responses. Reader response usually called reception theory. Endraswara (2011 :118) 

said that reception is derived from the latin recepire which means to accept or 

enjoyment the literature by readers.  Pradopo (2007 : 234), quoting Jauss’ statement 
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said that a literary work always has a different meaning to different reader, or from 

one generation to the others that will never have the same perception. 

Reader’s response also talks about the reader and the experience of the 

reading where the reader is someone who honors, reverses, and serves the text from 

what she or he is reading. The reader also critics the text nevertheless the reading 

experiences are frequently private and personally. A theory, which gained 

prominence in the late 1960s, that focuses on the reader or audience reaction to a 

particular text, perhaps more than the text itself. Reader-response criticism can be 

connected to emphasize the role of the reader in actively constructing texts rather than 

passively consuming them. Reader-response criticism argues that a text has no 

meaning before a reader experiences—reads—it. The reader-response critic’s job is to 

examine the scope and variety of reader reactions and analyze the ways in which 

different readers, sometimes called “interpretive communities,” make meaning out of 

both purely personal reactions and inherited or culturally conditioned ways of 

reading.  

Reader response suggests that the role of the reader is essential to the meaning 

of the text of the story. Reader response has some purposes such as examining, 

explaining, and defending the readers’ personal reaction to a text. In responding, the 

reader must explores some items of the story. By exploring the items of the story, the 

reader may give the reasons why the reader likes or dislikes the story, explain 

whether the reader agrees or disagrees with the authors, identify the story’s purposes, 

and criticize the text of the story. Judith Fetterley (1978: 235) stated that there is no 
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right or wrong answer to a reading response, but the important thing is that the reader 

must demonstrate the understanding of the reading and clearly explain support the 

reader’s reactions. Besides that, before writing the reading response, the reader has 

already read the story and the reader should not read the summary of the contents 

only. 

1. Kinds of Response 

Louis Thursone in Nasution (2009:12) stated that there were some ways the 

people used to express their response such as influence or denial, appraisal, like or 

dislike, and positive and negative thing of something they assessed. Through this 

definition, there are two variables that may affect the way people response something. 

They are structural variable and functional variable. Structural variable means some 

factors that influence the physical stimulation and functional variable means some 

factors within the people themselves (mood, their past, and so on). 

Besides that, based on these variables, response can be classified in two categories: 

A. Positive Response 

Positive response appears if someone please, like, receive, and give positive 

comments to an object , Soemanto (1998: 28). The positive response can be known 

through the affective, cognitive, and psychomotor phases in this case like pleasing, 

approaching, and expecting something. Affective is something that relates to feeling 

such as interests, values, motivation, purpose and goals. Affective domain refers to 

the emotion and sensation aspects as interest, attitude, appreciation, the way of 

adjustment. Krathwohl, et.al (1973) said the affective domain includes the manner in 
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which we deal with things emotionally, such as feelings, appreciation, enthusiasms, 

motivations, and attitudes. Furthermore cognitive is mental skills (knowledge). 

Cognitive Domain refers to the intellectual aspects as knowledge, comprehension, 

and train of thought. Bloom assumed (1956), cognitive domain involves knowledge 

and the development of intellectual skills. This includes the recall or recognition of 

specific facts, procedural patterns, and concepts that serve in the development of 

intellectual abilities and skills.  Psychomotor Domain refers to the skill and activity 

physically. Based on (Simpsn 1972), the psychomotor domain that includes physical 

movement, coordination, and use of the motor-skill areas. Development of these 

skills requires practice and is measured in terms of speed, precision, distance, 

procedures, or techniques in execution. 

B. Negative response  

Negative response is a response that occurs when a person refuses, disagrees, 

dislikes, even gives a bad comments to an object, (Lahey  2007:365). The negative 

response can be seen through the way someone acts in situation. If the information 

given or changes to an object, it will not affect a person's actions or he/she will avoid 

or even hate the object. 

E. Picture Book 

The phrase "picture book" is commonly used to describe a book, most often 

written for children, in which the content is conveyed through the use of words and 

pictures in combination or through pictures alone. A picture book differs from an 

illustrated book in that the pictures it contains form an essential part of the structure 
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of the book. Due to physical factors in the bookbinding process, picture books are 

conventionally 32 pages long. 

Picture books are a relatively new form of book, originating in the early 

twentieth century. Wanda Gag is widely considered to be a pioneer in the 

development of the picture book form. The formula for illustrated books had been to 

show text on the left page and pictures on the right page, without combining them.  In 

Millions of Cats, Gag mixed up the order of pictures and text, combined pictures and 

text, and stretched pictures onto more than one page.  Her ideas paved the way for 

modern authors/illustrators like Maurice Sendak, Dr. Seuss, and Eric Carle. 

Picture book describes about the word and picture work together to provide a 

meaning and a message of the story. Picture book requires the reader to bring together 

of clues, from both the pictures and words and make connections between these. A 

picture book is a book, usually a children’s book, in which the illustrations are as 

important as (or even more important than) the words in telling the story. 

(Brown & Tomlinson, 2005:76) assumed, picture books are profusely 

illustrated books in which both words and illustrations contribute to the story’s 

meaning. Picture books are written in all genres which have a rich illustrative 

component. These books come in variety sizes, shapes and lengths. Picture books are 

32 pages long. Anything from one, to 20 to 30, to 50 to 100 words can make picture 

book. Just as long as the text and idea (and letter as the illustration). 

Picture book is most often aimed to young children, and while some may have 

very basic language especially designed to help children develop their reading skills, 
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most are written with vocabulary a child can understand but not necessarily read. 

Picture books tend to have two functions in the lives of children. First, the children 

know the book from the picture book read by adults, and then children read it by 

themselves once they begin learning to read. 

Successful art takes us away from our current world to a level of deeper and 

wider understanding than our limited lives, maybe to a world uglier or more 

beautiful, more humorous or more somber, simpler or more complex. Just like the 

best of any art form it forces us to confront the depths of our secret selves. It 

sometimes said that picture books for the younger child require simpler composition 

than those for older readers. But real artistry means that complexity may be 

appropriate for any age, as it is for example, in Anno’s Journey by Mitsumasa Anno 

or in any of Errol LeCain’s or Susan Jeffer’s picture.  

In any composite of verbal and pictorial storytelling, the people see the 

picture’s contents all at once, but it is exposed the verbal story a little at time in linear 

progression. Joseph Schwarz commented that assemble and associate the elements of 

the verbal story, keeping them in mind as we simultaneously acquire new 

information. Associates in a partnership is one term used to describe the relationship 

of the writer and illustrator of a picture book, Lukens (2003: 40). 

Some picture books are wordless and some use picture and written text to 

contribute to the narrative than picture book can provide factual information and 

accurate illustration. Nodelman in Lukens (2003: 41) who has written extensively 

about picture book, believes that children who come to understand their convention 
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and structures can enjoy the picture books with great vitality and conscious 

appreciation, discovering how pictures and words together. 

Lisa Rojany Buccieri and Peter Economy (2002 :19) divided and classified the 

kinds of children’s books by the age groups for readers of various formats as set out 

such as board books for newborn to age 3, picture books for ages 3–8, coloring and 

activity (c&a) books for ages 3–8, novelty books for ages 3 and up depending on 

content, early, leveled readers for ages 5–9, first chapter books for ages 6–9 or 7–10, 

middle-grade books for ages 8–12 and young adult (ya) novels for ages 12 and up or 

14 and up. 

Based on the classification above, the special reader in this research is 

children (8th-10th years old). Both Children and adults actually the same reader in 

literary works, but have a different way to express what their own idea or give 

meaning to something. Dietsch (2006:304) stated that meaning is not limited to the 

text of a work; the reader plays an active role. Hughes (2007) said that reading is a 

complex interaction between the text, the reader and the purposes of reading, which 

are shaped by the reader’s prior knowledge and experience, the reader’s knowledge 

about reading and writing language and the reader’s language community which is 

culturally and socially situated. 

In this research, the writer will use a picture book of Sofia the First “Once 

upon a Princess” which is an adopted result from the movie which has the same title 

as “Once Upon a Princess” which launched in 2012. In this research the writer will 

use the second edition of the picture book which established in 2014. 
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F. Kinds of Picture book 

There are seven kinds of picture book based on Junaid (2014:33); 

1. Baby Books 

These books usually feature more interactive elements like cloth, pop up and 

plastic. As they are for babies words are less important and it’s more about the way 

they are played with or read by adults. They often feature a lot of actions and noises 

the adult does as reading them. These books have simple design, bright color or 

unique illustrations and its concentrate about animals, plants, objects, or daily 

activities. 

2. Interactive Books 

These books are more about an entertaining story. They feature both words 

and pictures and average around 1000 words. They are usually paper pages with 

either a hard cover or paperback. The age group for these between 4-6 and these 

children are starting to read the stories themselves so the words used are important. 

Junaid mentioned (2014:33) these books make children participate verbally and 

physically. When the children read these books, these books ask some questions, 

demand them to make a move, require them to manipulate to instruction in the book, 

and request then to find an object in the illustration. The example is Does an Elephant 

Fit in Your Hand by Laura Purdi Salas. 

3. Toy Books 
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Toy books are made from paper constructed, cut, and folded to provide see 

through, moveable, changeable, or three dimensional illustration. These books for all 

ages group, Junaid (2014:34). 

4. Concept Books 

These books start to introduce basic learning of alphabet, numbers, colors, 

fruits, animals, buildings, shapes, building and other object. They have more of an 

emphasis on words than the toy books however images are still the main attention as 

this audience cannot read yet. They average around 300 words and often are board 

books with interactive elements. These books age for ages 2-8. 

Concept books introduce children to a theme such as the alphabet, counting, 

colors, fruits, or shapes.  Some can be as simple as “A is for Apple.”  Others are more 

complex like the "Miss Kindergarten" series, where each sentence uses a letter of the 

alphabet to tell a Kindergarten story. Other example like “Planting a Rainbow” by 

Lois Ehlert. 

5. Wordless Picture Books 

Wordless picture books have no text. In these types of books, the stories are 

told completely by the pictures. Making up stories to go with the pictures is a perfect 

pre-literacy activity. Junaid assumed (2014:34) the words do not because picture can 

tell about the story. They present consistent tone. Children takes several benefits as 

they read picture book. Firstly, they can develop a concept of the narration in the 

story. Secondly, they develop their language usage. Thirdly they learn the way to 

open and to read the page of the book from front to back and from left to right. 
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Finally they begin to understand that they can make a story. These books for age: 2-

12 years, the example book is The Snowman by Raymond Briggs. 

6. Picture Storybooks 

Picture story book is the most common type of picture book. It presents a 

good integration of text and pictures to tell the story. The text of the story is amplified 

by pictures. This book is commonly for children aged 4-7, but many best picture book 

can be enjoyed by children aged 8 or up. Picture storybooks are frequently found as 

the early reading books to introduce the reading skill at school. They have the strong 

story line portraying the aspects as family life, nature, realistic and fanciful animal 

and monster stories, tales of other times and place. The example is Alice’s 

Adventures in wonderland by Lewis Carrol or the tale Timun Emas retold by Kak 

Yudi and illustrated by bang Odit, Junaid (2014:35) 

7. Easy to read and Pattern Books 

Easy Reader books, also known as Beginning Readers or Early Readers, use a 

limited vocabulary and are structured as chapter books. Text blocks are bigger and 

the included images function more as illustrations than as essential elements in the 

story.  Some representative Easy Reader imprints are I Can Read, Ready to Read, and 

Easy-to-Read. This for age: 4-8 years and novice readers for the examples The Cat in 

the Hat by Dr. Seuss 

These are the next step up from the previous books they have a higher word 

count up to 2000 words. They are written so the child can read them all by 
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themselves. They have simple language and usually are told through action and 

dialog. They still feature illustrations on every page. 

G. Literary Elements of Picture book 

The excitement of a good picture book is the constant tension between the 

moments isolated by the pictures and the flow of words that join these moments 

together, Nodelaman in Lukens (2003:48). Acording to Lukens (2003: 49) In literary 

element of picture book there are eight literary elements : 

1) Character 

Every human being has its own character. It differentiates one person to 

another person. It acts as the identity of human beings. With the characters, they can 

live their life in social lives. Character is figure of story. A story created by through 

existences of character. Character can be used described by how character speaks, 

appears and acts in the story. Character is used to know how mentality or emotion of 

the person or how the person is distinguished from others. According to Abrams 

(1971: 20) character as the person in a dramatic story or narrative work, endowed 

with moral and dispositional qualities that are expressed in what they say and what 

they do. Kennedy in Koesnosoebroto (1988: 65) defined character as an imagined 

person who inhabits a story. Further Rahmawati (2011: 15) said that character is the 

persons in narrative work through imagination of author that confronted the events of 

the story and expressed in what they say in dialogue, and what they do in action. 

2) Plot 
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 Plot  is  an  important  element  of  literary  work,  because  the  plot  tells  the  

important  event  that  occur  in  a  story. The word plot is in fact a technical term to 

say about a series of tied together event in a story. Rene and Austin (1982:131) said 

that setting reffers to geographical of the story, time period, daily lifesyle of the 

characters and climate of the story. Perrine ( 1984: 41) defined a plot as the sequence 

of incidents or events of which a story is composed. While connoly (1955: 6) called it 

the arrangement of the details and incidents in astory. He said plot has a beginning, a 

middle, and an end. 

3) Theme 

 A theme must represent the whole part of the story,because theme is a basic 

development of a whole story. Actually it is not easy to find out the theme in a  novel.  

The  reader  has  to  read  the  novel  and  understand  what  the  story  tells  about. 

Luken (2003:129), theme in literature is the idea that holds the story together, such as 

a comment about society, human nature, or human condition. A good literary work 

when the people or the reader can understand the story well from theme. According to 

Hamalin and Karl ( 1967 :323 ) a good author suggested his theme, or purposed the 

story, through character, atmosphere, setting, plot and style- thus theme is a kind of 

composite statement which requires the comprehension of numerous other elements. 

4) Setting 

Setting is the place, time and situation the story happened. The directors have 

to make some consideration of it because it also supports the succes of the story. 

Connoly (1954 :14) said setting is in a sense the time, place and concrete situation of 
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the narrative, the web environments in which characters spin out their destinies. Then 

also Abrams described setting as the general locale and the historical time in which 

the action occurs in a narrative and dramatic work, while the setting of an episode or 

scene within a work is the particular physical lacation in which it takes place. 

5) Point of view 

Point of view is the view of author how to tell a story in a literary work. 

Connolly in Koesnosoebroto (1988:85) stated that point of view is the way an author 

chooses to tell his story, it can be a first person observer and a third person a limited 

range and unlimited range (the omniscient point of view). 

Meanwhile Wilkerson in Koesnosoebroto (1988:88) recognized three kinds of 

point of view, they are first person, omniscient, and objective. The authors use point 

of view to tell his story controls how and what the reader sees, it determines the 

reader’s angle of vision. Qalbiyullah (2009:10) explained that point of view is one 

important tool in telling a story since it determines how much the reader should know 

of what is happening in the story. Furthermore, point of view should be consistent 

with a story’s purpose or meaning, the author wants the reader to react to the story. 

6) Style 

Style is a literary element. It describes the way the author uses words. There 

some items that should be considered in style such as the author’s word choice, 

sentence structure, figurative language, and sentence arrangement. All of them works 

together to establish the readers’ mood, the images of the story, and the meaning of 
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the text. It also describes how the author describes the events, objects, and ideas of 

the story. (International Reading Association: 2003). 

H. Synopsis 

Once upon a time, in the kingdom of the Enchancia there lived a little girl 

named Sofia and her mother “Miranda”. Even Miranda was a cobbler shop, their 

family were happy. When Sofia and her mother visited to the castle. They went to the 

castle to bring King Roland a new pair of shoes. The King and Miranda fell in love at 

the first sight when they took one shoes and looked each others. Then, the couple 

married and soon Sofia and her mother were off to the castle for a life the never could 

have imagined. 

Miranda lovingly greeted the King’s children, Princess Amber and Prince 

James. She gave them each a pin she had embroidered with their family crest. Then, 

King Roland placed a tiara on Sofia’s head. While King Roland could see it was 

going to take a while for Sofia to get used to her new royal life. Therefore, King 

Roland gave a surprise to help her feel welcome. King Roland and Sofia were 

dancing for the first time at the time. 

The next days, Sofia joined Amber and James for the riding coach to Royal 

Prep Academy. The head mistresses Flora, Fauna, and Merry weather-greeted her at 

the gates. In the school, she played with her friends but it made Princess Amber was 

jealous. Amber was wicked toward her step sister “Sofia”. However Sofia wasn’t 

angry but it made her sad. 
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Sofia focused on the dancing party, she met Cedric for help. Cedric was a 

Royal magician. He gave her some magic words to say when to waltz. Little did she 

know that the spell would put everyone to sleep and help Cedric steal the amulet. A 

little while later, everyone watched as King Roland Proudly escorted a beaming Sofia 

into the ballroom. The orchestra began to play. It was time for the first waltz. Sofia 

confidently spoke the magic words Cedric had given her “Somnibus  Populi Cella”. 

Everyone instantly feel asleep, including Cedric. She said “I must have said it 

wrong”. 

After that, Sofia sank to the floor and cried. Then, a single tear feel onto her 

amulet and made it glow. Suddenly a blue light appeared and transformed into 

Cinderella. Cinderella came to help Princess Sofia. And finally, Princess Sofia and 

King Roland began to waltz. Then Sofia asked him “why do they call you Rolland the 

second? The explained that his father had also been named Roland. So she guests that 

made her Sofia the first. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

A. Research Method 

The research, the writer used a descriptive qualitative method. Bogdan and 

silken in Rahmat (2009 : 2-3) said that qualitative method is one of research which 

results descriptive data such as oral, written or behavior of someone observed. 

Descriptive method concerns on how to produce the descriptive data related to the 

topic. Descriptive qualitative methodologies include interviews, focus groups, content 

analysis, review of literature, observational studies, case studies, life stories, 

grounded theory studies, concept analysis, ethnographic studies, and 

phenomenological studies, (Fitzpatrick, 2012:123). 

B. Subject of the Research 

he main subjects in this research are children age (9- 12
th

). In the rate of the 

age, the children are categorized as the middle-reader books which are suitable with 

picture book. There are 15 children readers that analyzed by the writer. The 

researcher chose the respondents in Makassar and Gowa areas. However, the location 

was not determined specifically because there were some residence and place visited 

to get the appropriate respondents. location and place. They read a Sofia the First 

“Once Upon a Princess” picture book and they gave their responses. In order the 

researcher used the incidental sampling to get the data. Incidental sampling means 

that the sample is taken incidentally wherever and whenever the respondents based on 
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criteria. According to (Mann, 1999:103) the selection and appropriate use of sampling 

methods that yield unbiased estimates of behavior are critical. 

 

Table. Biodata of Respondents 

No.  Name  Age Grade  Address 

1. Arrifatul  9
th

  IV Pao-pao 

2. Asyifa  9
th

  IV Pao-pao  

3. Humairoh  10
th

  V Pemprov  

4. Alifah  10
th

  V Pemprov  

5. Salwa  9
th

  IV Pemprov  

6. Raihanah K 10
th

  V Pemprov  

7. Raihanah S 10
th

  V Assabri  

8. Khadijah  9
th

  V Pemprov  

9. Akbar  9
th

  V Pattalassang  

10. Nabil  11
th

  VI Sawagi  

11. Tirta  11
th

  VI Sawagi  

12. Najwa  9
th

  IV Pattalassang  

13. Nuraidah  11
th

  VI Panaikang  

14. Kahar  11
th

  V Balang-balang  

15. Dzakwan  11
th

   VI Pattalassang  
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C. Instrument of the Research 

In this research, there are two kinds of intrument collected the data they are 

Questionnaire and interview. Therefore the writer interviewed the respondents by 

using a recorder and give them questionnaire sheets to be filled. It aims to find out 

description of the response of children to the picture book of Sofia the first, to get 

negative and positive response in Sofia the First “Once upon a Princess” picture 

book. 

1.) Questionnaire  

In this research the writer used closed-ended questions consists 12 items to 

find out the children’s responses. It aims to get a series of statement from the 

responding by indicating whether one strongly agree (SA), agree (A), undecided (U), 

disagree (D), strongly disagree (SD). 

Ridwan (2002:12) stated that Likert Scales is used to measure person’s, 

attitude, opinion, and perception on the occurring event or the social phenomena. 

2.) Interview  

The second instrument that researcher used is interview which consists 6 

questions to children as a sample of the respondent of the children’s response to 

picture book Sofia the first. the researcher conducted by using tape recorder to take 

the data respondent. 

D. Procedure of Collecting Data  

 In collecting the data, there were some steps of procedures of collecting data, 

they were: 
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1. The writer looked for the subject of the research based on writer’s criteria and 

classified them in the research. 

2. The writer introduced herself, explained the writer’s purpose and asked for 

available time of the subject. 

3. The writer explained the procedure of the research. 

4. The writer gave more time to the respondents to read the picture book. 

5. After reading the picture book, the writer retold about the content of the 

picture book. 

6. The writer distributed a piece of paper (questioner) to the respondent to be 

answered. 

7. The writer interviewed the object of the research. Then, the writer asked about 

their response either negative or positive response towards intrinsic elements 

of picture book Sofia the first. 

8. While interviewing the writer allowed the respondents to take other data 

which contain picture, video, and record. 

9. After collecting the data the writer made a transcript of the interview result 

and the questioner result. 

10. Finally the writer classified the data into positive and negative responses. 

E. Technique Data Analysis 

In collecting data from questionnaire the writer  analyzed by using Likert 

Scale. The items consist of 5 options, namely Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A), 

Undecided (Un), Disagree (D), Strongly Disagree (SD). Each statement is scored 5 
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for SA, 4 for A, 3 for Un, 2 for D, 1 for SD. Likert Scale is used to measure a 

person’s attitude, opinion, and perception on the occurring event or social 

phenomena, Ridwan (2012 :12). The questionnaire will have recapitulated by giving a 

numerical value to each answer as follows: 

The table of Numerical Value for Each Statement 

Items  SA A Un D SD 

Positive Statements 5 4 3 2 1 

Negative Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

To the rate frequency and percentage of children’s responses, the writer use 

criteria: 

a. 8 to 10 is classified as strongly positive 

b. 6 to 7 is classified as positive 

c. 4 to 5 is classified as moderate 

d. 2 to 3 is classified as negative 

e. 0 to 1 is classified as strongly negative 

(Adapted From Depdikbud in Junaid 2014:36) 

The formula that used in analyzing the data is: 

             P =
𝑓𝑞

𝑁
 𝑥 100% 

P = Percentage of the scale 

Fq = Number of frequency 

N = Total sample 
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Research variable Indicator No. Instrument 

Children Character 1,2 

 Theme  3,4 

 Plot  5,6 

 Setting 7,8 

 Point of view 9,10 

 Style 11,12 

 

Therefore, to get data through interview is by using record with some list 

questions of interview. The children’s response by interview use to support the 

questionnaire about negative and positive perception toward intrinsic elements of 

Picture book Sofia the first. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. FINDINGS 

After conducting a research to children’s response toward intrinsic elements 

of Sofia the first “once upon a Princess” using interview sheet and questionnaire list, 

the researcher found the responses of children about the picture book. 

1. Data found from questionnaire list toward Sofia the First “Once Upon a 

Princess” 

a. Table 1. I am pleased to Princess Sofia because she is kind, charitable, and 

care with others. 

No.  Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 5 10 67% 

2. Agree 4 3 20% 

3. Undecided 3 2 13% 

4. Disagree 2 0 0 

5. Strongly Disagree 1 0 0 

 Total  15 100% 

The table above presented that from 15 students as respondents, 10 students 

(67%) very agree, 3 students (20%) agree, 2 students (13%) undecided, none students 

less agree and disagree. It showed that from 15 students 10 students very agree. It 

means that most of students like to Princess Sofia. 

b. Table 2. Sofia is a careless girl and not confident 
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No. Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 1 1 7% 

2. Agree 2 1 7% 

3. Undecided 3 0 0 

4. Disagree 4 5 33% 

5. Strongly Disagree 5 8 53% 

 Total  15 100% 

The table above demonstrated that from 15 students as respondents, 1 student 

(7%) very agree, 1 student (7%) agree, none student undecided, 5 students (33%) less 

agree, and 8 students (53%) do not agree. It can be seen that from 15 students 8 

students said strongly disagree with the statement that Sofia is a careless girl and not 

confident. It means that most of students not agree that Sofia is a careless girl and not 

confident. 

c. Table 3. The theme of Sofia  the first in this book is not interesting 

No. Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 1 0 0 

2. Agree 2 3 20% 

3. Undecided 3 1 7% 

4. Disagree 4 7 47% 

5. Strongly Disagree 5 4 27% 

 Total  15 100% 

The table above showed that from 15 students as respondents, none students 

very agree, 3 students (20%) agree, 1 student (7%) undecided, 7 students (47%) less 

agree, and 4 students (27%) do not agree. The statement above showed that most of 

students from 15 students stated disagree. It means that they disagree with the 

statement that the theme is not interesting.  

32 
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d. Table 4. Princess Sofia or Sofia the First is the suitable for this story 

No.  Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 5 9 60% 

2. Agree 4 2 13% 

3. Undecided 3 2 13% 

4. Disagree 2 2 13% 

5. Strongly Disagree 1 0 0 

 Total  15 100% 

The table above indicated that from 15 respondents as respondents, 9 students 

(60%) very agree, 2 students (13%) agree, 2 students (13%) undecided, 2 students 

(13%) less agree and none students do not agree. Based on the table above indicated 

that from 15 students 9 students answered very agree. It means that most of students 

very agree that Princess Sofia or Sofia the first is the suitable for this story. 

e. Table 5. The sequence story of Princess Sofia is very nice and makes me have 

enthusiasm for reading the next book of Sofia the First 

No. Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 5 5 33% 

2. Agree 4 5 33% 

3. Undecided 3 4 27% 

4. Disagree 2 1 7% 

5. Strongly Disagree 1 0 0 

 Total  15 100% 

The table above showed that from 15 students as respondents, 5 students 

(33%) very agree, 5 students (33%) agree, 4 students (27%) undecided, 1 student 

(7%) less agree and none students do not agree. The statement above showed that 

positive statement (very agree and agree statement) dominate the other statement 
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where from 15 respondents 5 respondents answered very agree and 5 respondents 

said agree. It means that most of them agree with the statement that the sequence 

story of Princess Sofia is very nice and makes them have enthusiasm for reading the 

next book of Sofia the First. 

f. Table 6. After reading this book, I felt the story was flat and not interesting 

No. Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 1 1 7% 

2. Agree 2 3 20% 

3. Undecided 3 1 7% 

4. Disagree 4 3 20% 

5. Strongly Disagree 5 7 47% 

 Total  15 100% 

The table above presented that from 15 students as respondents, 1 student 

(7%) very agree, 3 students (20%) agree, 1 student (7%) undecided, 3 students (20%) 

less agree, and 7 students (47%) do not agree. It can be seen that from the all answers 

the dominant answers were strongly disagree which 7 respondents from 15 

respondents answered be like that. It means that most of students after reading this 

book, they felt the story were not flat and interesting enough. 

g. Table 7. I am pleased to read picture book Sofia the First because I can see the 

beautiful places through the story 

No. Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 5 8 53% 

2. Agree 4 5 33% 

3. Undecided 3 2 13% 

4. Disagree 2 0 0 

5. Strongly Disagree 1 0 0 
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 Total  15 100% 

The table above can be seen that from 15 respondents as respondents, 8 

respondents (53%) very agree, 5 students (33%), 2 students (13%) undecided, and 

none students less agree and does not agree. Based on the table above indicated that 

most of students pleased to read picture book Sofia the first. It showed from 15 

students 8 students strongly agree with the statement. 

h. Table 8. In my perspective, the pictures of place in the story of Sofia the First 

is unclear and the view is not attractive 

No. Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 1 1 7% 

2. Agree 2 3 20% 

3. Undecided 3 2 13% 

4. Disagree 4 7 47% 

5. Strongly Disagree 5 2 13% 

 Total  15 100% 

The table above showed that from 15 respondents as respondents, 1 student 

(7%) very agree, 3 students (20%) agree, 2 students (20%) undecided, 7 students 

(47%) less agree and 2 students (13%) do not agree. It can be seen table above from 

15 students 7 students answered disagree. It means that most of students disagree 

with the statement that the pictures of place in the story of Sofia the First is unclear 

and the view is not attractive. 

i. Table 9. I like the story telling because it is easy to understand 

No. Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 5 6 40% 
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2. Agree 4 4 27% 

3. Undecided 3 1 7% 

4. Disagree 2 4 27% 

5. Strongly Disagree 1 0 0 

 Total  15 100% 

The table above showed from 15 students as respondents, 6 students (40%) 

very agree, 4 students (27%) agree, 1 student (7%), 4 students (27%) less agree and 

none students do not agree. It indicated that 6 students from 15 students said strongly 

agree that they like the story telling because it is easy to understand. It means that 

most of them very agree that the story telling is easy to understand. 

j. Table 10. I dislike the way of the author’s told the story of Princess Sofia 

No. Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 1 0 0 

2. Agree 2 4 27% 

3. Undecided 3 1 7% 

4. Disagree 4 2 13% 

5. Strongly Disagree 5 8 53% 

 Total  15 100% 

The table above showed that from 15 students as respondents, none 

students very agree, 4 students (27%) agree, 1 student (7%) undecided, 2 students 

(13%) less agree, 8 students (53%) not disagree. It demonstrated that from 15 

students 8 students answered strongly disagree. It means that most of them agree that 

they like the way of author’s told the story of Princess Sofia. 

k. Table 11. The use of the words to tell the story of Sofia the First is very 

beautiful and polite 
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No. Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 5 8 53% 

2. Agree 4 4 27% 

3. Undecided 3 3 20% 

4. Disagree 2 0 0 

5. Strongly Disagree 1 0 0 

 Total  15 100% 

The table above showed from 15 students as respondents, 8 students (53%) 

very agree, 4 students (27%) agree, 3 students undecided, and none students less 

agree and do not agree. It showed that most of students from 15 students very agree 

answered the use of the words to tell the story of Sofia the First is very beautiful and 

polite. 

l. Table 12. I felt that the style and words in the story of Sofia the first are 

nothing special 

No. Response Quality (x) Frequency ( FQ) Percentage 

1. Strongly Agree 1 0 0 

2. Agree 2 3 20% 

3. Undecided 3 1 7% 

4. Disagree 4 8 53% 

5. Strongly Disagree 5 3 20% 

 Total  15 100% 

The table above showed that from 15 students as respondents, none students 

very agree, 3 students (20%), 1 student (7%) undecided, 8 students (53%) less agree 

and 3 students (20%) do not agree. It can be seen that from 15 students 8 students 

answered disagree. It means that they disagree that the style and words in the story of 

Sofia the first are nothing special. 
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2. Data found from interview toward Sofia the First “Once Upon a Princess” 

a. Character 

It is shown on the figure that there were thirteen respondents said that Sofia 

was a kind-hearted girl. She was polite, friendly, and helpful. Besides, she was 

forgiving and charitable. It could be seen when the writer asked to the first, fifth and 

sixth respondents about how the character Sofia in this story was, she said: Sofia was 

nice girl. She was friendly with the other friend and she helped her friends and the 

birds also. However, two respondents from the eighth and the fourteenth respondents 

assumed that Sofia was kind but careless. Actually she was nice but if she was doing 

something, she was always careless. It can be concluded that most of respondents by 

interviewing gave positive response toward the character of Sofia the First. It showed 

form the data above, thirteen respondents from fifteen respondents answered that 

Sofia was a kind-hearted girl. She was polite, friendly, and helpful. Besides, she was 

forgiving and charitable. 

b. Theme 

As clearly seen on the table, eleven respondents said that they agreed with the 

theme of Sofia the First “Once upon a Princess” as a suitable theme for that picture 

book. It was shown by some respondents such as the first and third respondents 

assumed that: the theme of picture book Sofia the first was good, interesting and 

suitable for this book. Then, one respondent by the seventh respondent said that I 

rather agreed with the theme of Sofia the First because the theme was not too 
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attractive but it was good. Meanwhile, 3 respondents from the twelfth, fourteenth, 

and fifteenth respondents said that they agreed. They assumed that I agreed with the 

theme but had a less interest because it was not fun when I saw the theme of the book. 

It presented that most of respondents liked with the theme of Sofia the first. It could 

be seen by the way they gave the positive opinion toward it. 

c. Plot 

As presented on the table, ten respondents said that the plot story was easy to 

understand. Some of them such as the first and the thirteenth respondents said that the 

plot story was easy to understand because many pictures on the story and the story 

was not too long. Then, three respondents by the sixth, seventh and eleventh 

respondents answered that the plot was quite easy to understand “easy” to 

understand but little difficult to understand when there was some words that they did 

not know. Besides that, two respondents said that the plot story was easy to 

understand but it was not great. I understood with the story but the story was not 

great and it was flat. Therefore, the writer concluded that most of respondents gave 

positive responses toward the plot of Sofia the first. 

d. Setting 

It is presented on the figure that most of respondents stated a positive 

feedback about the setting. Ten respondents answered that the setting was nice, 

beautiful and interesting especially in the castle and in the school. Most of 
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respondents liked the setting. The responses of the sixth and eighth respondents 

assumed that the setting in this story was very interesting especially in the school and 

in the castle because they wanted their school looked like in the story (there was a 

swing magic). Then, one respondent of the seventh respondents said that the places 

(setting) were not interesting and less obvious many pictures less clear like when 

Sofia in the school. While 4 respondents from the ninth, eleventh, fourteenth, and 

fifteenth respondents said that the setting was captivating but unclear “actually the 

story was interesting but the pictures were unclear such as when Cinderella appeared 

at the time and when Sofia ran with amber looking for mantra’s book of Cedric. The 

respondents’ responses about the setting presented were most of them liked with the 

setting. It could be seen by 10 respondents gave positive statements toward the setting 

of the picture book. 

e. Point of view 

Based on the table above, it is seen obviously that 10 respondents answered 

that the point of view of the third person used in this story was easy to understand. 

Many of respondents liked the point of view of Sofia’s story because the author used 

first person and automatically they could understand quickly. Moreover, it could be 

seen when the eleventh and fourteenth respondents responded that the point of view in 

this story was easy to understand because the story directly mentioned the name of 

character then also the picture’s person was shown on the book. Besides, one 

respondent by fourth respondent said that the use of point of view in the story was 
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quite easy to understand. Then, four respondents from the first, eighth, ninth and 

tenth respondents answered that they did not like it because they preferred first 

person’s point of view. They dislike the point of view liked this story because they 

preferred the point of view by using first person’s point of view. Thus, most of 

children liked and stated positive comments with the point of view in this story which 

was the use of third person. Based on the responses, it could be concluded that most 

of them liked and agreed with the point of view in this story. 

f. Style 

Based on the table above, it is seen that twelve respondents answered the style 

was well-developed. Then, the words and the languages are attractive and easier to 

know and understand. It was showed by some of them like the fifth, seventh and 

eighth respondents said that the style was interesting and they understood easier and 

also they got the attractive words in the story. By two respondents from the eighth 

and thirteenth respondents stated that the style was flat and not entertaining. Then, 

only one respondent from tenth respondent assumed that the style was a bit 

interesting. It was shown that most of children had positive opinions about the style 

which 12 respondents gave positive response toward the style of picture book Sofia 

the first. 

A. DISCUSSION 
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Jauss in Pradopo (2007:234) said that literary work always has a different 

meaning to different reader or a single text can be interpreted in different ways by 

different reader. It means that different meaning from different readers which every 

reader has various perceptions in every literary work. Based on the findings above, it 

showed that the children have different responses to the picture book of Sofia the 

first. The responses can be negative or positive. Positive response appears if someone 

is pleased, like, receive, agree, as well as give positive comments to an object 

(Soemanto: 1998:28). Meanwhile, negative response is a response that occurs when a 

person refuses, disagrees, dislikes, and gives a worst comment to an object (Lahey: 

2007:365). 

The aim of the questionnaire above is to know the percentage of the children’s 

response toward the picture book of Sofia the first. The writer found the varieties data 

from the research. The writer concluded and classified the data based on the 

percentage of the data. Besides that the writer appeared the interview data for 

supporting the questionnaire data. The writer concluded both of the data as follows: 

The first, the respondent’s responses toward character to picture book Sofia 

the first after reading the picture book. From 15 respondents as the respondents, 10 

respondents (67%) very agreed that they were pleased by Princess Sofia. Then, 7 

respondents (47%) disagreed that Sofia was a careless girl and not confident. They 

disagreed with the statement. It means that they agreed that Sofia was not careless girl 

and was not confident girl. The data is supported by interviewing data that most of 
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respondents answered that Sofia was a kind and nice person. She was polite, friendly, 

and always helped other people. She was forgiving and charitable. Therefore, only 

little person said Sofia was unkind girl, careless and unconfident girl. Therefore, the 

writer concluded that the children’s responses toward the character were positive 

response. 

Secondly is about children’s responses to theme in the story. It is shown by 

their comments based on the data percentage. The data showed that from 15 

respondents as respondents, 7 or (53%) respondents disagreed that the theme of Sofia 

the First in this story was not interesting. It means that they agreed that the theme of 

Sofia the First was interesting theme of this book. In addition, 9 respondents (60%) 

very agreed that Princess Sofia or Sofia the first was suitable for this story. Moreover, 

the data is supported by interview data that most of them responded that theme was 

interesting and suitable for this book. They answered that the theme was nice, 

interesting enough, and suitable for this book. It showed that the majority of 

respondents as respondents in this research gave positive response toward the theme 

of Sofia the First in the story. 

Thirdly, based on the data percentage of the respondent’s responses of the plot 

story the writer concluded that from 15 respondents 5 respondents (33%) strongly 

agreed and 5 (33%) agreed with the plot. It means that there are 10 respondents 

agreed that the sequence story was very nice and made them enthusiasm for reading 

the next book of Sofia the First. Then, 7 respondents (47%) strongly disagreed that 
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the story was flat and not interesting. It presented that they agreed that after reading 

the story they felt the story was not flat and interesting enough. In addition, by 

interviewing the writer found the detail data about who were supporting the data 

above. Based on interview data, it showed that 10 respondents gave positive response 

toward plot story. They said that the plot was easy to understand. Therefore, positive 

response dominated the other response. It means that respondents’ response toward 

plot in the story was positive. 

Fourthly, the respondent’s responses toward the setting of the Sofia the First’s 

picture book demonstrated that 15 respondents as respondents, 8 respondents (53%) 

very agreed that they were pleased to read the picture book Sofia the first because 

they might see the beautiful place in the castle. Then, 7 or (47%) respondents 

disagreed with the statement of questionnaire that the pictures of place in the story 

were unclear and the view was not attractive. It means that they agreed that the 

pictures of place in the story were clear and attractive. Besides that, the data was 

supported by interviewing. Interview data showed that the dominant responses of 

respondents were positive response. Ten of them answered that the places and views 

(setting) were nice, beautiful, and interesting especially in the castle and in the 

school. It can be seen most of them gave good opinion about the style. So that is why 

the respondents’ perception about setting was positive. 

Fifthly, the respondents’ responses toward point of view of the story. It can be 

seen by the data percentage showed from 15 respondents as respondents, 6 
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respondents (40%) strongly agreed and 4 respondents (27%) agreed. It means that 

there are 10 respondents agreed with the point of view in this story. They agreed and 

liked the story telling because it was easy to understand for them. Besides that, there 

were 8 respondent (53%) strongly disagreed. They did not agree that they dislike the 

way of the author told the story of Princess Sofia. It means that most of them agreed 

and liked the way of the author told the story of Princess Sofia. Moreover, it is 

supported by the interviewing data that most of them liked the point of view based on 

the response that they answered the point of view was easier to understand such as the 

use of the third person in mentioning the name of the subjects. Based on the both data 

above, it presented that respondents’ responses about point of view were good 

assumption. Therefore, the respondents’ responses toward point of view were 

positive. 

Sixthly is about the respondents’ responses toward style of the story of Sofia 

the first. From 15 respondents as respondents, 8 or (53%) of respondents very agreed 

about the use of the words to tell the story of Sofia the First was very beautiful and 

polite. Then, 8 respondents (53%) disagreed that the style and words in the story of 

Sofia the first were nothing special. It means that they agreed that the style and words 

in the story of Sofia the first were special. It is supported by interviewing data. They 

responded that the style was well-developed. The words and the languages were 

attractive and easier to know and understand. Most of them gave positive responses 

toward point of view in this story. 
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Moreover, by analyzing the percentage of the data, the writer found the means 

score of the children’s response to picture book of Sofia the first. From the data 

analyzed above, it can be concluded that children’s responses toward intrinsic 

elements to the picture book of Sofia the First showed positive response as the 

majority of response from the all respondents. The indicator of character got 8, 73%, 

it means that point of character indicated as strongly positive. Then, the response of 

theme, it perceived 8, 00% and it was classified as strongly positive. While in 

indicator of plot was 7, 73%. It was presented as positive item. The category of 

setting was showed by 7, 80% then it was classified as positive. Meanwhile, the 

indicator of point of view was 7, 73%. It was indicated as positive response. Then the 

response of style, it was presented in 8, 10% as indicated as strongly positive. Then 

also, the analyzed of interview from each item of intrinsic elements was indicated 

positive. They liked, agreed, pleased with the intrinsic elements of the story. So that 

is why, this picture book is given positive response by the children. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

In this research the writer found positive and negative response from the 

children’s response toward intrinsic elements of picture book of Sofia the First. 

Positive response was classified as the majority response of children. It can be seen 

the percentage by all item of intrinsic elements where started from character until 

style is given positive response by the children. The children’s responses to intrinsic 

elements data is found that character: Sofia was a kind and nice person. She was 

polite, friendly, and always helped other people. She was forgiving and charitable. 

Theme: The theme was nice, interesting enough, and suitable for this book. 

Moreover, the image and the color were so attractive. Plot: the plot story was easy to 

understand. Setting: the places and views (setting) were nice, beautiful, and 

interesting especially in the castle and in the school moment. Point of view: the point 

of view was easier to understand such as the use of the third person in mentioning the 

name of the subjects. Style: the style was well- developed. The words and the 

languages were attractive and easier to know and understand.  

Negative response is found in this research that is character: Sofia was 

careless and unconfident. Theme: the theme was not too attractive and less interest. 

Plot: the plot was difficult to understand and was not great and was flat. Setting: the 
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setting was not interesting and some picture’s places was unclear. Point of view: 

dislike the point of view liked this story that preferred the point of view using first 

person. Style: the style was flat and not entertaining. 

B. Suggestion 

1. For the next researchers, the writer suggests them to learn more about children’s 

response toward picture book in order to conduct a more specific research about 

children literature. 

2. For the readers, the writer suggests them to improve their reading skill and 

literacy skill on critic of children literature as well as to understand deeply about 

intrinsic elements on picture book.  

3. In the future the writer should conduct a developed topic on the children 

literature for supporting the children’s development and children literature 

advancement.  
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Name   : 

Age   : 

School  : 

Class   : 

Answer the questions below based on your opinion by giving checklist to each 

column available! 

SA  = Strongly Agree 

A    = Agree 

Un  = Undecided 

D  = Disagree 

SD   = Strongly Disagree 

 

No. Question SA A Un D SD 

1. I am pleased to Princess Sofia because she is  

kind,  charitable, and care with other 

     

2. Princess Sofia is a careless girl  and not 

confident 

     

3. Sequence story of Princess Sofia is very good 

and make me have enthusiasm for reading the 

next book of Sofia the First 

     

4. After reading this book, I felt the story is flat 

and not interesting 

     

5. Theme of Sofia the First in this book is not 

interesting 

     

6. Putri Sofia or Sofia the First is the exact title 

and precise that is used in this story 

     

7. I am pleased to read  picture book Sofia the 

First because I can see the beautiful places 

through the story 

     

8. In my perspective the pictures of place in the 

story Sofia the First is unclear and the view is 

not attractive 
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9. I like story telling because it is easy to 

understand 

     

10. I don’t like the way of the author’s told the 

story of Princes Sofia 

     

11. The use of the words to tell the story of Sofia 

the first is very beautiful and polite 

     

12. I felt that the style and words in the story of 

Sofia the First are nothing special 

     

 

Pertanyaan! 

Nama   : 

Umur   : 

Sekolah  : 

Kelas   : 

Isilah pertanyaan dibawah ini sesuai dengan pendapat anda, dengan cara memberi 

tanda checklist pada kolom yang tersedia! 

SS = Sangat Setuju 

ST = Setuju 

RG = Ragu-Ragu 

TS = Tidak Setuju 

STS = Sangat Tidak Setuju 

No  Pertanyaan 

 

SS ST RG TS STS 

1. 

 

Saya senang pada putri sofia karena dia 

seorang anak yang baik, penyayang dan suka 

menolong. 

     

2. Putri Sofia adalah anak yang ceroboh, dan tidak 

percaya diri. 

     

3. Rangkaian cerita putri sofia sangat bagus dan 

membuat saya bersemangat untuk membaca 

lagi buku bergambar putri sofia selanjutnya 
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4. Setelah membaca buku ini, saya merasa 

ceritanya biasa- biasa saja dan tidak menarik 

     

5. 

 

Judul “Sofia the First” dalam buku bergambar 

ini tidak  menarik 

     

6. Sofia the First atau Putri Sofia pertama adalah 

judul buku yang tepat dan cocok digunakan 

dalam cerita ini. 

     

7. Saya senang membaca buku bergambar putri 

sofia karena saya bisa melihat tempat- tempat 

indah melalui cerita ini 

     

8. Menurut saya gambar-gambar tempat dalam 

cerita Putri Sofia kurang jelas dan suasananya 

tidak indah. 

     

9. Saya suka penyampaian ceritanya karena 

sangat mudah dipahami. 

     

10. Saya tidak suka cara pengarang dalam 

menceitakan cerita Putri Sofia 

     

11. Penggunaan kata-kata dalam menceritakan 

putri sofia sangat indah dan santun. 

     

12. Saya merasa gaya bahasa dan kata-kata dalam 

cerita putri sofia, tidak ada yang istimewa. 

     

 

 

List of Interview Question 

 

1. How do you think about the character of Sofia’s in the picture book? 
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2. Do you agree with theme of Sofia the first as title of this book? 

3. Do you think the plot is easy to understand or difficult to understand? 

4. Do you think the setting is interest? 

5. Do you like the point of view that is used in this story? 

6. What do you think about the style? 

 

 

 

 

 

Pertanyaan wawancara 

1. Bagaimana menurut Anda dengan karakter Sofia dalam buku bergambar ini? 

2. Apakah Anda setuju dengan Tema “Sofia the First” sebagai judul buku ini? 

3. Apakah menurut Anda rangkaian peristiwanya mudah dipahami atau susah 

dipahami? 

4. Apakah menurut Anda tempat dan waktu dalam cerita ini menarik? 

5. Apakah anda suka dengan penggunaan sudut pandang dalam cerita ini? 

6. Apakah menurut anda style dalam cerita ini cukup menarik dan mudah 

dimengeti? 
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